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This proposal is completely out of character and in too dose proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet that it could reasonably be expected to 

create high flood risk and a very difficult dean up problem. 

A key element of steWardship is the concept that the producer should look after his 
own waste, 1 believe that Headingley should not take responsibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant. Prairieview Terminals is a shell company with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardous waste facility in close 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotected rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer because of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equipped to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 20 13 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted and burned while it is clearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and they have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling this same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests incorrecdy there are net economic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is already being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic activity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

I believe this requires a formal hearing or ... . other 
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This proposal is completely out of character and in too dose proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet that it could reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult clean up problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept that the producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingley should not take responsibitity for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell company with an out of province 
director and is not 5uffidendy known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to 'N3nt to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardous waste facility in close 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotected rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer because of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equipped to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted and burned while it is dearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and they have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No publiC access to independent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear [0 be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
profeSSional job on processing and recyding this same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net economic benefits when the factS 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is already being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic activity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

1 believe this requires a formal hearing or .... other 
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This proposal is completely out of character and in too dose proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet that it could reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult dean up problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept that the producer should look after his 
own waste, I bclieve that Headingley should not take responsibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant. Prairieview Terminals is a shell company with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiendy known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waSte transfer and is seeking approval for unlimited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage faCility and a flammable hazardous waSte facility in close 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unproteCted rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer because of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equipped to fight a fire or spilt at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted and burned while it is clearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and they have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No publiC access to independent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
profesSional job on processing and recycling this same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net economic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is already being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic activity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

1 )1(1 I beHeve this.r.eq.Uiresaf~r~al. h.~rin.g .o~ .... ~~~r5~.~.Mt6ta>() 4a#j 
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This proposal is completely out of character and in too close proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet that it could reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult clean up problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept that the producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingley should not take responsibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant. Prairieview Terminals is a shell company with an out of province 
director and is not suffidendy known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headinglpy. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardous waste facility in close 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotected rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aqUifer because of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equipped to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted and burned while it is dearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and they have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling this same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net economic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is already being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic activity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

I believe this requires a formal hearing or .... other 
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This proposal is completely oUt of character and in too dose proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet that it could reasonably be expected to 

create high flood risk and a very difficult clean up problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept that the producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingley should not take responsibility (or wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell company with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiendy known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval (or unlimited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardous waste facility in dose 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotected rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer because of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or eqUipped to fight a fire or spill at such a 
fadlity. Eg Speedway fire in 20 13 in W innipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted and bumed while it Is clearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and they have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
profesSional job on processing and recycling this same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net economic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is already being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic activity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

I believe this requires a formal hearing or .... other 
.. ...... .. .... .. ....... .. ... .. . ............... ............ .... ..... .. .. .... .. .... . 
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This proposal is completely out of character and in too close proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet that it could reasonably be expected to 

create high flood risk and a very difficult clean up problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept that the producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingley should not take responsibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell company with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiendy known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headil1gley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardous waste facility in dose 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotected rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer because of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or eqUipped to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted and burned while it is clearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and they have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling this same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net economic benefits when the faCts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is already being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic activity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

I believe this requires a formal hearing or .... other 
................. ... .......... .. ....................... -........... .. ... ........... .. 
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This proposal is completely out of character and in too close proximity to our 
upscale singie family residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet that it could reasonably be expected to 

create high flood risk and a very difficult dean up problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept that the producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingley should not take responsibility for wastes (rom 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell company with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headir.g!ci" 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage faci lity and a flammable hazardous waste facility in close 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotected rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer because of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equipped to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted and burned while it is clearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and they have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling this same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net economic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is already being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic activity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

I believe this requires a formal hearing or .... other 
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This proposal is completely out of character and in too close proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet that it could reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very djfficult clean up problem. 

A key element of steWardship is the concept that the producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingley should not take responsibility (or wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell company with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headinfley 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardous waste faci li ty in close 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotected rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer because of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not uained or equipped to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted and burned while it is clearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and they have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling this same waste. 1 see no need fo r an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net economic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is already being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic activity plus a uansfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

I believe this requires a formal hearing or .... other 
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This proposal is completely out of character and in too close proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet that it could reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult clean up problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept that the producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingley should not take responsibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell company with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiendy known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardous waste facility in close 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotected rail crossing leading to both 
seems .... ery risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer because of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equipped to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted and burned while it is clearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oit in Manitoba and they ha .... e not e .... en sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling this same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net economic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oit is already being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic acti .... ity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk acti .... ity to Headingley. 

I believe this reqUires a formal hearing or .... other 
........ .... ,' ,.,'" " ....... ..... ........... , ...................................... . 
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This proposal is completely out of character and in too dose proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet that it could reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult dean up problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept that the producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingley should not take responsibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell company with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardous waste facility in dose 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotected rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer because of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equipped to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted and burned while it is dearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and they have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
there does nOt appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling this same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth . 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net economic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is already being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic activity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

I believe this requires a formal hearing or . . .. other 
.......... .. .... ... .. ...... ... ....... ..... ............. .. ...... ... .. •••.... .......... _-, 
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This proposal is completely out of character and in too dose proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet that it could reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult dean up problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept that the producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingley should not take responsibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell company with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiendy known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardous waste facility in close 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotected rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer because of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equipped to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 20 13 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted and burned while it is clearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and they have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectOrs in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling this same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net economic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Win nipeg's waste oil is already being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic activity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

I be~~.(~n~.~.-r~.gti~O;Ir 1 .. it. .. F.~\'r ................... . 
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This proposal is completely out of character and in too dose proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet that it could reasonably be expected (0 

create high flood risk and a very difficult clean up problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept that the producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingley should not take responsibility for wasteS from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell company with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardous waste facility in close 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unproteeted rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer because of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equipped to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted and bumed while it is clearly illegal 
to bum unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and they have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling this same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absemee fourth. 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net economic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waSte oil is already being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic activity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

I believe this requires a formal hearing or .... other 

Name \g" \ 0, ~Qw=j Address 
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This proposal is completely out of character and in too close proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet that it could reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult clean up problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept that the producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingley should not take responsibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell company with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardous waste facility in close 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotected rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer because of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equipped to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted and burned while it is clearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and they have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling this same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net economic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is already being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic activity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

I believe this requires a formal hearing or .... other 
................................................... .. ............... .••........... ------
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This proposal is completely out of character and in tOO close proximity to our 
upscale single famity residential community. 

1 believe that this location is so low and wet that it could reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult dean up problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept that the producer should look after his 
own waste. I believe that Headingley should not take responsibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell company with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiendy known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardous waste facility in close 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotected rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer because of wells and septic fie lds in the 
community and this could put community water at risk. 

Headingley fi refighters are not trained or equipped to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 20 13 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted and burned while it is clearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and they have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling this same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

D 
The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net economic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is already being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic activity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

Is1 I believe thl~.~~.~I~~~.~.f~:~~.I.h~~I~.g .~~ ... ~th~r ....... . ............. ... . _ ......... . _~ 
Name~ Address j CO \Iv\. 
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This proposal is completely out of character and in toO dose proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wee that it could reasonably be expected to 

create high flood risk and a very difficult dean up problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept that the producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingley should not take responsibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell company with an OUt of province 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardous waste faci lity in dose 
proximity do nOt make sense. As well an unprotected rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aqUifer because of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equipped to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted and burned while it is dearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and they have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling this same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net economic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is already being recycled. T his would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic activity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

I believe this requires a formal hearing or .... other 
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RE - Proposed New Hazardous Waste Facility on Sabrina in Headingley 

o 

This proposal is completely OUt of character and in too dose proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet that it could reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult clean up problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept that the producer should look after his 
own waste. I believe that Headingley should not take responsibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell company with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiendy known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval (or unlimited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardous waste facility in close 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotected rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer because of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equipped to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted and burned while it is clearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and they have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling this same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net economic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is already being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic activity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

I believe this requires a formal hearing or .... other 
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RE - Proposed New Hazardous Waste Facility on Sabrina in Headingley 

This proposal is completely out of character and in too dose proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet rhat it could reasonably be expected to 

create high flood risk and a very difficult clean up problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept that the producer should look after his 
own waste. I believe that Headingley should not take responsibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell company with an out of province 
director and is not suffidendy known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardous waste facility in close 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotected rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer because of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equipped to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 20 13 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted and burned while it is clearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waSte oil in Manitoba and they have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling this same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net economic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waSte ollIs already being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic activity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

I believe this requires a formal hearing or .... other 
......... , .................... , ................... .... , ..... ," ... , .. , .............. . 
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RE - Proposed New Hazardous Waste Facil ity on Sabrina in Headingley 
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This proposal is completely out of character and in too dose proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet that it could reasonably be expected to 

create high flood risk and a very difficult clean up problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept that the producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingley should not take responsibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell company with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardous waste facility in close 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotected rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer because of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or eqUipped to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted and burned while it is dearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and they have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling this same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net economic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is already being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic activity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

I believe this requires a formal hearing or . .. . other 
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RE - Proposed New Hazardous Waste Facility on Sabrina in Headingley 
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This proposal is completely out of character and in too dose proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet that it could reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult clean up problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept that the producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingtey should not take responsibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell company with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiendy known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingtey. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardous waste facility in close 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotected rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer because of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or eqUipped to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted and burned while it is dearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and they have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recyding this same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth . 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net economic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is already being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic aCtivity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

I believe this requires a formal hearing or .... other 
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RE - Proposed New Hazardous Waste Facility on Sabrina in Headingley 
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This proposa l is completely out of character and in tOO close proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet that it could reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult clean up problem. 

A key dement of steWardship is the concept that the producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingley should nOt take responsibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell company with an out of province 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a Significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardous waste facility in dose 
proximity do nOt make sense. As well an unprotected rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer because of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equipped to fight a fire or spill at such a 
faci lity. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted and burned while it is clearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba. and they have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
profesSional job on processing and recycling this same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth . 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net economic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is already being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic activity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

I believe this requires a formal hearing or .... other 
...... .............. .... ... ... ........... ....... .. .... ................. .• ~ •..... ..... 
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RE - Proposed New Hazardous Waste Facil ity on Sabrina in Headingley 
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This proposal is completely out of characrer and in too dose proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

[ believe that this location is so low and wet that it could reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult dean up problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept that the producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingley should not take responSibility for wastes from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell company with an OUt of province 
director and is not sufficiently known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a Significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval (or unlimited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardous waste facility in close 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotected rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer because of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equipped to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in W innipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted and burned while it is clearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and they have not even sought a 
processing license. 

No public access to independent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling this same waste. I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth . 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net economic benefits when the facts 
are chat the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is already being recycled. This would 
only represenc a transfer of existing economic activity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity co Headingley. 

I believe this requires a formal hearing or .. .. other 
... .. ...... ................................... .. .. ... .. ... .....•. ............. .. ..... 
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RE - Proposed New Hazardous Waste Faci lity on Sabrina in Headingley 
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This proposal is completely out of character and in too dose proximity to our 
upscale single family residential community. 

I believe that this location is so low and wet that it could reasonably be expected to 
create high flood risk and a very difficult clean up problem. 

A key element of stewardship is the concept that the producer should look after his 
own waste, I believe that Headingtey should not take responsibility for waSteS from 
other jurisdictions. 

The applicant, Prairieview Terminals is a shell company with an out of province 
directOr and is not sufficiendy known locally to be trusted with hazardous waste in 
Headingley. 

The applicant appears to want to undertake a Significant amount of unprocessed 
waste transfer and is seeking approval for unlimited commodities which could 
include PCBs 

A propane storage facility and a flammable hazardous waste facility in dose 
proximity do not make sense. As well an unprotected rail crossing leading to both 
seems very risky. 

There is a risk of contaminating the aquifer because of wells and septic fields in the 
community and this could put community water at risk. 

Headingley firefighters are not trained or equipped to fight a fire or spill at such a 
facility. Eg Speedway fire in 2013 in Winnipeg. 

The proposal suggests the waste will be diluted and burned while it is clearly illegal 
to burn unprocessed waste oil in Manitoba and they have not even sought a 
processing license, 

No public access to independent material to understand and evaluate the risks and 
there does not appear to be 24 hour supervision. 

There are three experienced national collectors in Manitoba who do a safe 
professional job on processing and recycling this same waste, I see no need for an 
inexperienced absentee fourth. 

The proposal suggests incorrectly there are net economic benefits when the facts 
are that the majority of Winnipeg's waste oil is already being recycled. This would 
only represent a transfer of existing economic activity plus a transfer of unnecessary 
risk activity to Headingley. 

I believe this requires a formal hearing or .... other 
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